HW2 Notes
Your moderator will be your mentor too.

Moderators responsibilities:

Grade your assignments in code reviews.

Give you feedback that should help you do better on the next assignment.

Act as an advocate when you need exemptions, extensions, etc.

Can make some decisions about overrides but may bump the decision up to me.
Homework 2 Highlights and Notes

The goal of the assignment is to get your comfortable with JSON and file IO because you’ll use it in a future assignment.

You have a “pick 2 from 4” option to complete the assignment.

You will invent your own features.

You will choose your own data source.

Follow the instructions for Jackson OR GSON. Ignore the instructions for the other.
Homework 2 Highlights and Notes

“For the purposes of this assignment, a filtering function takes in a collection and produces another collection with the same number or fewer elements. An analysis function gives you some kind of result, whether that result is a list or a number or a boolean.”

The features you invent do not have to be meaningful nor sophisticated:

  Analysis: Average jersey number of all goals scored is not meaningful.

That’s fine.
Homework 2 Highlights and Notes

This assignment is deliberately open-ended with regards to how you choose to implement the requirements; design decisions like what kinds of classes and functions to write are left up to you. Be creative! We have avoided giving you any starter code to encourage you to reason about how to organize your project.
There is something new in regards to JUnit: @Before